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Foreword
The creation of this book has provided me, Mike McGrath, a welcome opportunity to
demonstrate how App Inventor For Android can be used to easily create applications for
today’s portable devices. All examples I have given in this book demonstrate app features using
the current online version of App Inventor hosted by the MIT Center for Mobile Learning.

Conventions in this book

APK

Hello.apk

The examples provide screenshots of the actual App Inventor blocks used to
implement each step for clarity. Additionally, in order to identify each example
described in the steps a colored icon and an Android Application Package file
name appears in the margin alongside the steps.

Grabbing the source code
For convenience I have placed source code files from the examples featured in this book into a
single ZIP archive. You can obtain the complete archive by following these easy steps:

l
l
l
l
1

Browse to http://www.ineasysteps.com then navigate to the “Resource Center” and
choose the “Downloads” section

2

Find “Building Android Apps in easy steps” in the “Source Code” list, then click on the
hyperlink entitled “All Code Examples” to download the complete ZIP archive

3

Now extract the archive contents to any convenient location on your computer – the
source code for each example is contained in its own individual ZIP archive

4

You may then upload any example into App Inventor using the More Actions |
Upload Source menu on the My Projects view to select a source code ZIP archive

I sincerely hope you enjoy discovering the powerful exciting possibilities of App Inventor For
Android and have as much fun with it as I did in writing this book.
Mike McGrath
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Getting started

Welcome to the exciting
world of application
development for Android.
This chapter shows
how to establish an app
development environment
and demonstrates how to
create a simple Android app.
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Introducing Android
Android is an operating system for mobile/cell phones and tablets,
in much the same way that Microsoft Windows is an operating
system for PCs. The Android operating system is maintained by
Google and comes with a range of useful features as standard.
Standard Android features include Google Search and Google
Maps, which means you can easily search for information on the
web and find directions from your phone – as you would on your
computer. This is handy for discovering things like train times and
getting directions when out and about. Other Google services,
such as Gmail and Google Earth can also be accessed from cell
phones running the Android operating system. You can easily
check Facebook and Twitter profiles too, through a variety of
applications (apps) – making it ideal for social networking.

8

There is a huge range of custom apps available to download from
the Google Play Shop. For example there are camera apps such as
“Camera 360” – that allow you to take photos with artistic effects,
and music player apps such as “Winamp” – that allow you to
import MP3s and create playlists, and popular game apps, such as
“Angry Birds” – that provide great fun entertainment.

Many apps available
on the Android Market
are free but some will
require payment.

Android is an open-source operating system, built on the opensource Linux Kernel, which means it can be easily extended
to incorporate new cutting-edge technologies as they emerge.
Android was brilliantly designed, from the ground-up, to enable
developers to create compelling apps that can fully exploit all
the host device’s capabilities. For example, an app can access all
of a phone’s core functionality such as making calls, sending text
messages, or taking photos. The Android platform will continue
to evolve as the developer community works together to build
innovative mobile applications and you can be part of this exciting
innovation process with App Inventor for Android.

…cont’d
App Inventor for Android
App Inventor enables you to develop applications for Android
phones using a web browser and either a connected phone or
emulator – without writing a single line of code. It is a web-based
tool developed by Google Labs in which the App Inventor servers
store your work and help you keep track of your projects. When
the app is finished you can package it to produce an “application
package” (Android .apk file) that can be shared around and
installed on any Android phone, just like any other Android app.
App Inventor is supported by a wide range of operating systems
and web browsers, with these minimum specifications:
Computer operating system requirements:

• Windows : Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7+
• Linux : Ubuntu 8+, Debian 5+
• Mac : Mac OS X 10.5+
9

Web browser requirements:

• Internet Explorer : 7.0+
• Mozilla Firefox : 3.6+
• Google Chrome : 4.0+
• Apple Safari : 5.0+
Additionally App Inventor requires two pieces of software to be
installed on your computer:
: to provide software libraries for the web-based App
• Java
Inventor development environment

Inventor Setup : to provide client-side support for the
• App
web-based App Inventor development environment
The installation process for both Java and App Inventor Setup is
described on the following pages.

Since its original
development at Google
Labs, App Inventor is
now hosted by the
MIT Center for Mobile
Learning (CML).
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Installing Java
In order to use the App Inventor development environment your
computer needs to provide Java support libraries. Follow these
easy steps to install Java on your own system:

l
l
l
l

Open a web browser and navigate to www.java.com

2

Click the “Free Java Download” button to start the Java
installation process

3

Agree the License Terms to continue the Java installation

4

When the Java installation completes, navigate to the Test
Page at www.java.com/en/download/testjava.jsp to verify
the Java configuration on your computer – a notice like
the one below should then appear to announce that your
system is correctly configured for Java
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1

App Inventor is not
designed for OpenJDK
– use only the Java
packages from java.com.

l
5

Now navigate to the App Inventor Java Test Page at
appinventor.mit.edu/learn/setup/misc/JWSTest/
AppInvJWSTest.html to check that your browser

is properly
configured for Java – a notice like the one opposite
should then appear to announce that your web browser is
correctly configured for Java

…cont’d

l
6

Finally click the “Launch” button on the App Inventor
Java Test Page to check that your computer can launch
applications with Java Web Start – a Java-based Notepad
application should then appear to indicate that your
system is correctly configured for Java Web Start

11
All Java configuration
tests must succeed
before you can use
App Inventor – use
the suggestions on the
App Inventor Test Page
to correct any failures
before proceeding.
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Installing App Inventor
Having installed the Java libraries, as described on the previous
page, your computer now needs to provide client-side support for
the App Inventor development environment. Follow these easy
steps to implement App Inventor Setup on your own system:

l
1

Open a web browser and type the App Inventor Setup
file’s location into the location field, such as
http://dl.google.com/dl/appinventor/installers/windows/
appinventor_setup_installer_v_1_2.exe

l
l

Now hit Return to download App Inventor Setup to any
convenient system location, such as your Desktop

3

Execute the App Inventor Setup file, such as
AppInventor_Setup_Installer_v_1_2.exe (~92 MB) to start
the installation process
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2

Perform the installation
from an account with
user privileges to allow
access to App Inventor
for all system users.

l
4

Click through the steps of the installer to continue App
Inventor Setup – being sure not to change the suggested
default installation location on your system

…cont’d

The typical App Inventor
Setup default location
is C:\Program Files\

Appinventor\commandsfor-Appinventor.

l
l
5

To test driver installation for an Android phone first
connect the phone to your computer via a USB socket

6

Now open a Command Prompt window in the App
Inventor directory, then enter the command adb devices
– a device number should appear in the “List of devices
attached”, similar to the one below, and you’re good to go

13

App Inventor provides a device emulator for app development
without a physical device but App Inventor Setup installs the
Google USB driver that supports many common Android phones.
Other devices will require you to obtain and install a USB driver
from the device manufacturer

USB driver information
links for many
manufacturers can
be found online at

developer.android.com/
sdk/oem-usb.html.
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Beginning your first app
Having installed the Java libraries and implemented the App
Inventor Setup, as described on the previous pages, you are
ready to begin developing your first application for the Android
platform – that will generate the traditional first program greeting:

l
1

Upon your first visit the App Inventor Projects page appears with
no previously created projects and looks like this:
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You may be prompted
to sign in to a Google
Account before being
allowed access to the
App Inventor – sign in
with an existing account
or create a new account
in order to continue.

Open a web browser and navigate to the App Inventor at
appinventor.mit.edu then accept the “Terms of Service” if
requested to open the App Inventor “Projects” page

l
2

Name new projects
capitalized with an
uppercase first character.

Click the “New” button to launch the New Android
Project dialog, then type the Project Name Hello and click
OK – to see a new empty project appear

…cont’d
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A newly created empty project first appears in App Inventor’s
“Designer” window. The Designer is where you add components to
the application to design the user interface. It contains these five
columns, which you should familiarize yourself with:
: containing individual components that can be added
• Palette
to the interface, grouped by category – such as “Basic”

: visually representing components added to the
• Viewer
interface – a screen container component is provided by default
: listing components added to the interface
• Components
– arranged hierarchically beneath the screen component

: listing media resources used by the app – such as
• Media
images, audio, and video files

: listing editable characteristics of the component
• Properties
currently selected in the Viewer column – such as “Screen1”

The Media column is
located directly below
the Components column.
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Adding components
The first stage in creating an app is to design the user interface by
adding components from the Palette in App Inventor Designer.
Follow these easy steps to add components to the Hello project,
begun on the previous page, on your own system:

1

Click on the Palette column’s Basic category to reveal the
component items it contains

2

Next click on a Label component in the Palette column’s
Basic category and drag a copy of it to the Viewer
column – then release the mouse button to drop it there
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Notice that when a
component gets dropped
onto the Viewer it gets
added to the list of
items in the Components
column and its
characteristics appear in
the Properties column.

l
l

l
3

At any time in Designer
you can click on a
component in the Viewer
column to “select” it and
see it get highlighted in
the Components column,
and see its characteristics
appear in the Properties
column.

Now click on a Button component in the Palette column’s
Basic category and drag a copy of it to the Viewer
column – then release the mouse button to drop it there

…cont’d

l
4

Click on the Label component added to the Viewer to select
it – see its characteristics appear in the Properties column

Items listed in the Properties column can be edited by clicking on
them to change text values, check/uncheck boxes, or choose from
alternatives that appear in pop-up dialog boxes.

l
5

l
l

Edit the Label component’s characteristics in the
Properties column to set its BackgroundColor to “Blue”,
FontBold to checked, Font Size to “30.0”, Text to blank,
TextColor to “Yellow”, and Width to “Fill parent...” – see
the Label’s appearance change in the Viewer
Now click on the Button component in the Viewer to select
it – see its characteristics appear in the Properties column

7

Edit the Button component’s characteristics in the
Properties column to set its Text to “Click Me” – see the
Button’s appearance change in the Viewer

The components added to the Viewer have been automatically
named “Label1” and “Button1” by App Inventor but as yet have
no functionality. The next stage in creating an app is to add
functionality – making the Button respond to a user action by
displaying a response message in the Label component.

17

6
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Adding behavior
The second stage in creating an app is to add functionality to
components added to the user interface in App Inventor Designer.
This stage employs the App Inventor Blocks Editor that allows
you to easily add functionality without writing any program code.
Follow these easy steps to add “Click” behavior functionality to
components of the Hello project, added on the previous page:

l
1

On the App Inventor menu bar, click on the “Open the
Blocks Editor” button – to launch the Blocks Editor in a
new window
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The Blocks Editor
provides a selection
of programming
blocks, grouped in
various drawers, and a
workspace in which the
blocks can be assembled
into app instructions.

The Blocks Editor has three tabs entitled “Built-In”, “My Blocks”,
and “Advanced”, each having a number of uniquely labeled
“drawers” – that each contain various individual colored blocks.
The blocks contain text and can be snapped together, like jigsawpuzzle pieces, to form instructions to be performed by the app.

l
l
l
2

Click on the “My Blocks” tab – to reveal its drawers

3

Next click the “Button1” drawer – to reveal its blocks

4

Now drag the top block containing the text “when
Button1.Click do” onto the Blocks Editor workspace

…cont’d

l
5

Click the “Label1” drawer and drag the “set Label1.Text to”
block to the workspace – snapping it into the previous block

Whenever you add
a component to the
interface in Designer
it also gets a drawer
added to the My Blocks
tab in the Blocks Editor
containing blocks to
define its behavior.
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l
l
6

Click the Built-In tab, then open the “Text” drawer and
snap its “text text” block into the previous block

7

Finally click on the text block’s content, to make it
editable, and change the content to “Hello World!”

If you snap together
blocks that form an
invalid instruction the
Blocks Editor will advise
you of the error.
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Preparing devices
Having added functionality to the components of the Hello
project’s user interface, on the previous page, their behavior can
be tested in App Inventor’s virtual Emulator phone device. Follow
these easy steps to prepare the phone Emulator:

l
1

On the Blocks Editor menu bar, click on the “New
emulator” button – to start up the phone emulator

20

A dialog box appears while the phone Emulator is starting to
advise you that initialization is underway, but may take a while.

l
2

When the Emulator
starts you should wait
until it displays a colored
screen and has finished
preparing its SD card.

The App Inventor device
Emulator opens in a
new window depicting
a locked phone screen.
Click on the green
unlock icon and drag it
to the right to unlock
the device – ready for
connection to the App
Inventor development
environment

…cont’d
A physical Android phone device can also be used to test app
behavior if the phone is first placed in “Debug mode”. Follow
these easy steps to prepare a physical Android phone:

l
l
3

Connect an Android phone to a USB socket on your
computer, and turn on the phone

4

From the phone’s
Home screen, tap the
Settings button then
tap the “Applications”
item from the list
to bring up the
Applications menu

l
5

6

l
7

On the Applications
menu check the
“Unknown sources”
item if present,
then tap the
“Development” item
to bring up the
Development menu
On the Development
menu, check both the
“USB Debugging”
item and the “Stay
awake” item

Finally tap the Home button to apply the new settings
– ready for connection to the App Inventor development
environment on your computer.
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l

An Android phone
will not be able to
communicate with App
Inventor unless the
phone’s Debug mode is
first enabled.

Set the phone to “Stay
awake” as Android
stops any running app
whenever the screen
goes to sleep.

